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Introduction
2020 marks the 50th anniversary of Millbrook. Since
1970, we have invested and expanded to become a
global provider of vehicle test and validation services
and systems.
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We have achieved a lot over our 50-year history,
including several world firsts. From tests and
accreditations to unique world-leading facilities, we
have always been at the forefront of the automotive
testing industry.

Climatic
Emissions
Testing for
Commercial
Vehicles
World
UK FirstFirst
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In 1996, we opened what was said to be the first
independently available climatic emissions test
chamber for commercial vehicles in the world.

Our Variable Temperature
Emissions Chamber (VTEC) has
allowed assessment of real-world
emissions, influenced policy
decisions and helped develop
emissions reduction technologies.
Over 19,500 emissions tests
have been completed within
the facility.

Millbrook Today
VTEC - The 2nd
Generation
After 24 years serving the
industry, our iconic VTEC facility
is being superseded. VTEC 2
will extend capabilities to handle
4WD, higher inertia and vehicles
powered by alternative fuels,
including hydrogen.
More about the new VTEC

“The original VTEC has enabled countless vehicle
manufacturers and suppliers to develop better
products over the years, as well as making a
positive contribution to many clean-air initiatives. We
look forward to the next chapter with VTEC 2.”
Tony Perkins, Chief Engineer - Propulsion
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This series of tests set the
standard for the industry, no one
had developed any like it before!

Developing
Rollover
Crash Tests
World
UK FirstFirst
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In 2000, Millbrook was the test partner for the
creation of the world’s first suite of rollover crash
tests. Different test types were correlated to realworld data to support future vehicle development.

Our crash test laboratory still
propels vehicles at speeds
between 4kmh and 90kmh with
great accuracy. A range of fixtures
are used to replicate a variety
of rollover scenarios including
corkscrew, trip and ditch fallover.

Millbrook Today
Crash Test Laboratory
At our crash test lab, we
test passive safety systems
to determine vehicle and
passenger safety across test
scenarios. We conduct front,
rear, side and pole impact
vehicle crash tests, and even
put electric vehicles through
their paces with our battery
mechanical impact and
shock testing.
More about crash testing

“Rollover was the new thing, people knew about
other forms of impact but didn’t know anything
about rollover. We officially had the world’s first
test suite for rollover, which was a huge
achievement at the time.”
Rod Calvert, Previous Managing Director at Millbrook

Did you know that we also
tests active safety systems
including ADAS?
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Before this, tyre manufacturers
had used ice rinks, indoor ski
centres and cold weather facilities
with temporarily laid snow. We
launched our indoor tracks in
Finland to offer the space and
repeatability desperately required
by the industry.

Revolutionising
Cold Weather
Testing
World
UK FirstFirst
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In 2013, we opened the first
custom-built indoor winter tyre

testing facility in the world. We
also opened the first dedicated
indoor snow handling track
in 2015.

Millbrook Today
Indoor Winter Testing
Our tracks at Test World
are used for controlled and
repeatable testing on snow, ice,
and wet and dry asphalt, 365
days a year. They allow speeds
in excess of 100km/h, and offer
independent control of surface
temperature and
air temperature.
More about indoor testing

“Test World dominated the Supplier of the Year
category at the 2019 Tire Technology International
Awards for Innovation and Excellence, with more
than two-thirds of the jury panel placing the
facility in the category’s top spot.”
Matt Ross, Chairman - Tire Technology International Awards for
Innovation and Excellence and Editor in Chief - Tire Technology International
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The Bedford CF electric van
went through a major testing
programme, for which we
contributed to over one million
miles of track and road testing.

Testing Electric
Vehicles since
the 70s

In 2009, we also completed the
testing for the first commercial
electric vehicle to gain EC Whole
Vehicle Type Approval. This
included a R100 battery test,
which is a standardised industry
requirement that tests the safety
of EV batteries.

Millbrook Today
Electrification at Millbrook
Today, we test a range of electric
vehicles and run the largest
commercially available battery
test facility in the UK. We conduct
battery durability and abuse
testing by simulating normal and
extreme operating conditions,
in line with internationally
recognised standards.
We also design, build and install
electric driveline test systems.
We use them in our own
laboratories in the UK and the
USA to undertake e-axle, EDU
and high-speed e-motor testing.
More about battery testing

European
UK First First
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In 1977, we tested the first
volume produced 1 tonne electric
van in Europe.

Today, we test everything
from e-motors and batteries
to full electrified powertrains
for some of the world’s largest
manufacturers.

“Over one million miles have been accumulated
with prototypes both at the proving ground and
operationally in trials with users.”
Commercial Motor Magazine (07/01/84)

More about electrified
driveline testing
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Supporting
Safety in
Motorsport
World
UK FirstFirst
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As of 2020, we are the first company in the world to
be approved to carry out safety testing of Accident
Data Recorders (ADRs), against FIA standard
8872-2018.

Testing ensures that ADRs
continue to help with safety
development in motorsport
racing. To fulfil the requirements
of the standard and validate
ADR reliability, we use our high
frequency electro-magnetic
shakers and our ServoSled, the
only commercial available facility
of its kind in the UK.

Millbrook Today
Sled Testing Applications
The ability to deliver testing to
this new standard adds to our
portfolio of safety testing for
motorsport teams. We also test
competition seats, in line with
the FIA Standard 8855-1999,
through the recreation of in-use
and crash conditions.
More about sled testing

“It is a great achievement to have succeeded
in being the first company accredited to this
standard. We have once again combined the skills
across our two sites in the UK, working together
to deliver a new test type for our customers.”
Kieran Forinton, Chief Engineer - Safety
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This 5G test bed offers a safe
and secure connection with
ultra-high reliability and low
latency. It enables demonstrations
and testing of connected and
autonomous vehicle capabilities.

Connected and
Autonomous
Vehicle Testing
UK First
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As part of the AutoAir project, we launched the UK’s
first 5G test bed for transport at our proving ground.

Millbrook Today
Simulation
As part of the 5G test bed,
we have developed our
virtual proving ground. This
is used for connected vehicle
development, driver training and
demonstrations during vehicle
launch events.

UK First
More about our virtual
proving ground

“The AutoAir project is a great demonstration of
how partnerships can help shape the use cases and
drive the benefits that we all want to see from 5G.”
Brendan O’Reilly, CTO at Telefónica UK
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World
UK FirstFirst
Perhaps the most recognised
clip of our tracks is a scene in the
blockbuster film, Casino Royale.
Mr Bond’s Aston Martin rolled
seven times, achieving a Guinness
World Record for the most cannon
rolls completed in a car!

Perfect
Tracks for
Record
Breakers
16
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Numerous records have been broken on our test
tracks at Millbrook Proving Ground.

UK First
202 National British Land Speed
records, set at Millbrook, are
listed by Motorsport UK. The most
famous of these was set by the
well-known racing driver and TV
presenter Tiff Needell in 1999
as he averaged an incredible
195.3mph around our High Speed
Circuit in a McLaren F1.

Millbrook Today
Millbrook’s Test Tracks
Custom-built to simulate the
world’s toughest terrains, our
tracks provide an invaluable
test and development resource
at a single, secure and wellsupported site.
Come and test your vehicles in
a unique environment which is
home to our High Speed
Circuit, Mile Straight and iconic
Hill Route.
More about test tracks

“Top Gear decided we should try to set the record for the
highest average speed ever achieved for a production car on a
UK circuit, and we chose the Millbrook high speed bowl as it’s
the only environment in the UK where such a feat is possible.”
Tiff Needell, British Racing Driver and TV Presenter
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